
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of technical
sourcer. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for technical sourcer

Use creative and fresh sourcing techniques to identify candidates for current
needs to build a pipeline for future opportunities
Leverage your technical and business knowledge to thoroughly qualify
candidates through resume screening, phone and video interviews, and other
assessment techniques
Utilize your skills, tools and data to continuously improve sourcing
effectiveness
Track your activity to paint a clear picture of sourcing effectiveness for your
business partners and team
Measured by hitting targets of sourcing quality candidates each week
Deliver market data to team members, increasing understanding of the
market at any point in time, or in any location
Source passive technical talent using a variety of sourcing strategies
Employ advanced research methodologies to find and qualify all-star
engineering candidates
Use your keen instinct and knowledge of relevant markets to entice top
quality engineers and tech leaders to engage in dialogue with us about
opportunities

Qualifications for technical sourcer

Target passive candidates for critical and specialist hard to fill roles using our
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other social media/networking tools like Xing, Twitter, StackOverflow,
GitHub, Quora, Dribble, Behance, MeetUp, Kaggle, HN
A proven ability to build strong community ties with external tech or industry
communities (e.g., open-source communities, user groups, ), highly desired
2+ years of client interaction experience, including working with Engineering
Managers and Directors, taking new requirements, reviewing profiles and
updating pipeline progress
A deep and wide network to talent within the software and infrastructure
engineering world
Keeps prospect data updated and accurate AND recognizes the value that
comes from developing a long-term, internal, talent database
Experience acting in a consultative manner where your guidance has led to
improved outcomes, a positive candidate experience, while earning the
respect of your peers and clients


